Fiber Optic
Cleaning Kits
Applications

Overview

–Routine Cleaning
–Installation Preparation
–Splicing Preparation
–Termination Preparation
–Field Maintenance

Preserve the life and integrity of your fiber optics with
Timbercon cleaning kits.

Benefits
–Designed for specific connector types
–Top quality consumables for effective cleaning
–Multiple products/methods for proper cleaning
–Easy kit replenishment
–Several kit sizes available
–Portable, self-contained design
–No unnecessary materials
–Custom configurations available

Timbercon cleaning kits provide comprehensive solutions
for the cleaning, preparation and maintenance of fiber
optic connectivity products. Each Timbercon cleaning kit
incorporates top quality consumables designed to offer
optimal performance for a variety of connectors, adapters
and termini types.
Timbercon cleaning kits are available in multiple
configurations to suit any cleaning requirement. Extra
components and custom configurations are available to
order as well. All cleaning kits include an LED flashlight with
a flexible neck and magnetized end for quick and portable
lighting to work with in dark areas. All kit components are
packed into a rugged bag for easy product organization,
protection and portability.
Maintaining a clean connection or mating point is critical
to the performance and proper function of any fiber optic
link. The presence of dirt, dust, oil and other contaminates
can cause substantial attenuation (signal loss), or in some
cases completely block signal transmission with connectors,
adapters, attenuators, and pin/socket termini. In many
cases, dirty connection points are the most common reason
for connectivity and performance related issues in a fiber
optic network.
Timbercon cleaning kits are designed to alleviate the common
problems associated with distorted signals and dirty fiber
optic connections. Whether your cables need occasional
cleaning or constant maintenance, the Timbercon cleaning
kits can help you keep an optimal connection.
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Timbercon Cleaning Kits
LC Cleaning Kit

LC/SC/ST/FC Cleaning Kit

Part Number: TK-507-003
$199.00
• Endface cleaning system
• 1.25mm adaptor cleaning swabs
• 50 Hydrosorb® wipes, 4” x 4” each
• Wet cleaning solvent (3 oz)
• LC cleaning instructions
• Timbercon LED Magnetic FlexLight

Part Number: TK-590-004-A
$224.00
• Endface cleaning system
• 1.25mm adaptor cleaning swabs
• 2.5mm adaptor cleaning swabs
• 50 Hydrosorb® wipes, 4” x 4” each
• Wet cleaning solvent (3 oz)
• LC, SC, ST, & FC cleaning instructions
• Timbercon LED Magnetic FlexLight

SC/ST/FC Cleaning Kit

MIL Termini Cleaning Kit

Part Number: TK-590-003
$199.00
• Endface cleaning system
• 2.5mm adaptor cleaning swabs
• 50 Hydrosorb® wipes, 4” x 4” each
• Wet cleaning solvent (3 oz)
• SC, ST, & FC cleaning instructions
• Timbercon LED Magnetic FlexLight

Part Number: TK-590-017
$224.00
• Endface cleaning system
• Socket termini cleaning swabs
• Pin termini cleaning swabs
• 50 Hydrosorb® wipes, 4” x 4” each
• Wet cleaning solvent (3 oz)
• Mil connector cleaning instructions
• Timbercon LED Magnetic FlexLight

MTP/MPO Cleaning Kit
Part Number: TK-511-003-B
$199.00
• MTP/MPO endface cleaning system
• MTP/MPO cleaning sticks
• 50 Hydrosorb® wipes, 4” x 4” each
• Wet cleaning solvent (3 oz)
• MTP/MPO cleaning instructions
• Timbercon LED Magnetic FlexLight

Replacement Components P/N

Price

1.25mm cleaning swabs (50 pack)
1.6-2.0mm cleaning swabs (50 pack)

951-1125-112
951-1252-112

$36.00
$36.00

2.5mm cleaning swabs (50 pack)

951-1250-112

$36.00

1.25-2.5mm cleaning swabs (50 pack)
MT Connector Cleaning Sticks (50 pack)
Cleaning Solvent (3 oz)
Hydrosorb® 4”x4” wipes (50 pack)
Single-fiber Cassette Cleaning System
MT Cassette Cleaning System
Timbercon LED Magnetic FlexLight

951-1251-112
951-1257-112
951-1100-112
951-1400-012
951-0006
951-0007
951-0005

$36.00
$36.00
$27.00
$3.00
$125.00
$125.00
$9.00
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About Timbercon
Founded in 1997, Timbercon, Inc. is a fiber
optic product and solution manufacturing
company that provides a wide array
of connectivity solutions to the military,
broadcast, medical, harsh environment,
telecommunications, industrial and networking
industries. In addition to standard fiber optic
cable assemblies and attenuated test cables,
Timbercon has pioneered proprietary products,
many are now considered to be industry
benchmarks. Additional company information
can be found at www.timbercon.com.
20245 SW 95th Avenue • Tualatin, OR 97062 • USA
Tel: 503.827.8141 or 800.221.6992 • Fax: 503.228.6747
www.timbercon.com • info@timbercon.com

